In 1973, ten nurses employed by the City and County of Denver united and sued their employer because they believed that its "key classification" system perpetuated sex stereotyping and discrimination against women. They formed the coalition of N.U.R.S.E., Inc. (Nurses Underrepresented in Social Equality, Inc.) in order to obtain financial resources for the court battle (Bullough, 1978) .
While preparing its case, N.U.R.S.E., Inc. documented its allegation with hard facts. The members demonstrated that sex was a more important wage determinant than educational level or job responsibilities. High-level nursing administrators with master's preparations were linked with cook and laundry supervisors; whereas, male high-level administrators were classified on another scale determined by their level of education and responsibility (Bullough, 1978) .
Lemons et al. v the City and County of Denver was filed under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Bullough, 1978) . The above-mentionedlaw,along with the Equal Pay Act of 1963, have significant Submitted in competition for Golden Pen Award IV. 460 impact on wage disparity suits. The Equal Pay Act prohibits unequal pay for identical jobs ("Woman Underpaid," 1981) . Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination in employment compensation or opportunities on the basis of an individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. However, Senator Bennett of Utah introduced an amendment during the final days of deliberation which restricted sex discrimination jurisdiction under the Act to enforcement of equal pay for equal work (Rothman & Rothman, 1980) . Even though the Denver nurses were able to prove that "at every level Denver city-and county-employed nurses were paid less than city-employed men in traditionally male jobs with similar requirements of education and experience and similar supervisory responsibility," the courts ruled against them ("Denver RNs Appeal," 1978) . The presiding Judge Fred Winner explained his verdict by discussing the historically created lower wage scale for women, especially nurses. He voiced concern over a possible disruption to the entire economic system of the United States of America if he were to rule in favor of the nurses (Bullough, 1978) .
It is my contention that continued wage discrimination against women is immoral, and, on that basis, should be fought in court until it is recognized as illegal. Specific legislation must be introduced to prohibit further wage inequities. I shall discuss the current status of women's struggles to gain pay equity and the laws which they are challenging. Lastly,I will offer suggestions to increase our effectiveness in the battle to win equal pay for comparable worth.
HISTORY OF SEX-BASED WAGE DISPARITIES
Judge Winner, when delivering his judgment against the Denver nurses, spoke of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as an inadequate remedy for the "historic discrimination" of women. He suggested that the law may need to be amended ("Denver RNs Appeal," 1978) .Expounding on this idea of "historic discrimination," United States labor statistics show that "the average working woman has earned less than the average man, not only because of lack of educational and employment opportunities in the past, but because of segregation into historically undervalued occupations" ("California Decrees," 1981).
Job segregation by sex occurs whenever any occupation has 70% or greater employment of one sex. Eighty percent of all working women are employed in female-dominated services. Despite the strides made by women in the business world within the last decade, women's monetary compensation has actually declined when compared with male earnings. In 1955, women's wages were 64% of males'; by 1979, they had dropped to 59% (Weingard, 1984) . These same statistics have existed for nearly 2000 years of social evolution and enlightment. In Biblical times, males earned 50 shekels, compared to a woman's earnings of 30 shekels (Brett, 1983) . Three historical events have been identified which influenced the undervaluation of the nursing profession; thus, indirectly account for the low salary structure. First, nursing can be traced back to the sisterhoods where vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience were taken. Secondly, paupers were required at one time to work out their sentences as nurses. And, finally, the development of hospital schools of nursing contributed toward the continued low salary for nurses by supplying the hospital with unpaid or minimally paid students (Bullough, 1978) .
According to Brett (1983) , "in terms of today's salaries, it could be said that a nurse is worth two-thirds of a lab technician and one-half of a hospital pharmacist." The issue of "comparable worth" is giving all female-dominated professions the impetus to fight such blatant wage inequalities.
SEARCH OF THE LITERATURE REGARDING "COMPARABLE WORTH"
Today, equal pay for equal work is not a significant issue in sex discrimination cases because few employers would dare pay women less than their male coworkers. The issue of the 80s is equal pay for "comparable worth." This issue evolved as a result of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the courts' interpretation of that Act. The Denver nurses lost their case because their jobs could not be directly compared with other male-dominated professions (Rothman & Rothman, 1980) . Comparable worth means that pay among employees of a particular firm should be essentially equal if the work is of equal value to the employer, even though the jobs are different. Such equality can only exist when the primary consideration for compensation rates is "value" of the work (Moskowitz, 1984) . Weingard (1984) suggests that comparable worth has the potential for not only alleviating wage disparities in female-dominated professions, but it will also influence more accepting attitudes when females enter predominantly male professions. She contends that job segregation will remain unless salary com-pensations are equalized between the sexes.
A current problem that nurses encounter with comparable worth is being able to quantitatively demonstrate their job's worth. In early 1984, the Equal Employment Commission, which enforces the Equal Pay Act, commissioned the National Academy of Sciences to study and develop a tool for job evaluation which would detect and then, hopefully, correct sex-based wage disparities (Weingard, 1984) .
Job evaluation encompasses two assumptions. First, salary determinants can be explicitly measured and, secondly, what cannot be measured does not favor any sex, race, or ethnic group. Job evaluation involves quantitatively measuring the factors of skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions. These factors are used to evaluate and rate job descriptions. Each factor is worth points. When all the points have been totalled, the jobs are placed in a corresponding pay group. A positive correlation exists between score and pay when using the job evaluation system to determine salaries. When using this system, salaries are determined on a rational basis, instead of following previous discriminatory market rate scales (Weingard, 1984) .
The job evaluation tool is proving to be an extremely valuable asset for the nursing profession. In June 1983, the Illinois Commission on the Status of Women completed an investigation into the comparable worth issue. They sampled 24 randomly selected male-or femaledominated state job categories. The jobs were rated by using the job evaluation tool developed by the National Academy of Sciences. The class title of Nurse IV (clinical specialists or nurse consultants) received the highest job evaluation rating, yet their salary was surpassed by over $700 by the electrician class, which was rated eighth. The American Nurses' Association has filed a suit against the State of Illinois because of their failure to rectify the inequities uncovered by the Commission's investigation ("Comp Worth Study," 1984) .
The Bennett Amendment is the basis of the ambiguity surrounding the comparable worth issue. Under the Equal Pay Act of 1963, the Bennett Amendment allows "differences to exist if the differences are the result of a seniority system, a merit system, a system that measures earnings by quantity or quality of production, or a differential based on any factor other than sex" (Brett, 1983) . A conservative interpretation of the issue of sex-based wage disparities contend that a violation of Title VII occurs only if it violates the Equal Pay Act (i.e., only covers the issue of equal pay for equal work). Advocates of comparable worth favor a more liberal interpretation of the law. They endorse the notion that the intention of the Bennett Amendment was to apply the "affirmative defenses" of the Equal Pay Act to the Civil Rights Act. This interpretation would only allow pay disparities to legally exist if authorized by the Equal Pay Act's four affirmative defenses. In other words, the employer would have to prove that its internal pay scales were based on one of the following conditions; seniority, merit, quality or quantity of production, or any factor other than sex (Moskowitz, 1984) .
Changes have occurred in the judicial interpretation of the Bennett Amendment over the last decade. Judge Winner's decision in the Lemons v the City and County of Denver, initiated in 1975, took the more conservative position and ruled against the nurses. A comparable ruling occurred again in 1977, in Christiansen v State of Iowa. Clerical workers challenged higher rates being paid to boiler plant workers, even though an internal evaluation system rated the clerical workers higher. The judicial decisions in both the above cases allowed employers to use competitive market salaries in establishing pay scales. In 1979, a more liberal judicial interpretation of the Bennett Amendment occurred for the first time. An appeals court overturned the decision of the district court in the International Union of Electric, Radio, and Machine Workers v Westinghouse. Women employees sued on the grounds that Westinghouse paid their male employees more, even though an internal job evaluation system rated the jobs the same. It was the first judicial decision favoring comparable worth. Finally, in 1981, in a landmark decision, the United States Supreme
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Court supported the more liberal interpretation of the Bennett Amendment by a five to four margin in the Gunther v County of Washington case. Jail matrons were paid $200 less than male guards. Their jobs were similar, though not equal. This ruling came less than one year after the Supreme Court refused to hear the Denver Nurses' case (Brett, 1983) .
Three recourses are available to victims of sex-based wage disparities to rectify the salary inequities. They include federal litigation, state law challenges, and collective bargaining. A closer look at each option follows in order to provide a victim of sex-based wage discrimination with sufficient information to make an informed decision regarding the best possible alternative to rectify the inequities.
The Supreme Court decision in the Gunther case provides women with the opportunity to sue their employers for sex-based wage disparities on the grounds of comparable worth. After delivering this favorable decision, the Supreme Court justices said that a "broad approach to the definition of equal employment opportunity is essential to overcoming and undoing the effect of discrimination" ("Women Underpaid," 1981). However, before considering this avenue of recourse, women should be aware of several drawbacks. First, federal litigation usually involves exorbitant costs above the resources of individuals and often even above a union's means. Secondly, the narrow Supreme Court decision in the Gunther case makes future challenges uncertain due to the ambiguous language connecting the Equal Pay Act to the Civil Rights Act. The final drawback is the time factor involved in federal litigations. The backlog in the courts, along with lengthy pretrial proceedings, and numerous appeals also contribute to unpredictable results (Moskowitz, 1984) .
Traditionally, state legislation has mandated changes in employment, rather than federal rulings. Fifteen states have even adopted statutes requiring equal pay for "comparable work." In these 15 states, successful outcomes of wage disparity suits would more likely occur by filing a state law violation, rather than a Title VII violation 462 in the federal courts. Alaska's "comparable work" statute is currently being tested in the case of Thomas v State of Alaska, 1980. Public health nurses have filed wage disparities between their pay and predominantly male physicians' assistants. The Alaska Commission for Human Rights examined the facts and determined that a probable violation of the state statute had occurred. The final hearing of the case is still pending (Moskowitz, 1984) . The action taken by the 15 states should instill optimism in women, even those employed in the private sector. It is the beginning stage of rectification for centuries of sex-based wage disparities.
The beneficial financial impact of collective bargaining is apparent when examining unionized women's pay; their pay is much closer to unionized men's pay, than non-unionized women's pay is to non-unionized men's pay. Negotiations undertaken by a collective bargaining unit should focus on the employer's job evaluation system currently in place, or the implications of a lack of one, and the relationship of job segregation to pay scales (Moskowitz, 1984) .
An arbitrator can also be used to settle collective bargaining disputes. The choice of the arbitrator must be approved by both parties involved. Cost, speed, and informality of the grievancearbitration process makes it advantageous to federal litigations (Moskowitz, 1984) .The value of settling a wage disparity grievance by collective bargaining and arbitration is apparent when examining the San Jose nurses' comparable worth strike of 1982. Fifteen hundred nurses organized together after a job evaluation conducted in 1981, by the City Council of San Jose, California, revealed that city employed nurses were ranked with fire-truck mechanics, but received $772 less per month. An agreement was reached under arbitration whereby the nurses will make $685 more per month over a four-year span (Weingard,1984) .
SPECIFIC IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING
The comparable worth issue could prove to provide the nursing profession with the ammunition it needs to break historical sex-based wage discrimination. Nurses, in particular, were and still are victims of comparable worth discrimination. We witnessed a shortage of nurses during this last half-century, yet the shortage yielded no increase in pay, contrary to the law of supply and demand. This wage incongruency remains despite strict educational requirements and immense job responsibilities (LaViolette, 1982) . Job evaluation systems have supported our allegations of wage discrimination, as evidenced by the San Jose strike and the Illinois survey. Collective bargaining, state law challenges, and federal litigation are all possible recourses to amend the wage inequities. Nurses, however, need to be cognizant of the fact that all employers are likely to be vigorously opposed to liberal interpretation of the Bennett Amendment because of its economic implications (Moskowitz, 1984) .
Job evaluation systems have already been used to support our allegations of wage discrimination (i.e., San Jose Nurses' Strike of 1982, and the Illinois Commission's Survey of 1983). Analysis of your employer's point-value job system may yield evidence of sex-based wage disparities. If nurses are rated high by the point system, yet their pay is significantly lower than equally rated protessions, a suit should be filed based on comparable worth. Likewise, if an employer excludes nurses from their job evaluation system because their worth is inconsistent with their pay,they can also file a pay equity suit based on the clear inference of sex bias (Moskowitz, 1984) .
Since women dominate the nursing profession by over 95%, the findings of a three-year study, completed in 1981 by the National Academy of Sciences, should be of special interest. The Academy discovered the existence of a wage hierarchy among firms. Firms that employ more females pay the least, an integrated workforce receives moderate wages, while male-dominated firms pay the most ("Women Underpaid," 1981). These wage disparities were also found not to be correlated with family demands, educational level, or previous work histories (Brett, 1983) . Moskowitz (1984) as monopsony: "an economic situation in which only one or a few employers hire the vast bulk of a particular laboring class." This leads to artificially suppressed pay scales for the nursing profession. The fact that nurses are victims of monopsony further invalidates a defense by employers of salaries based on "fair market wage rates." Market rates should be allowed as a valid defense by the courts only if evidence is presented which indicates that gender played no role in setting the wage.
MY POSITION AND REMEDIES TO END PAY INEQUITIES
As I've previously cited, many government and big business executives object to the comparable worth issue and the resultant rectification of pay inequities because of the possibility of a devastating economic upheaval. I object to this rationalization from a moral stance. Consider the analogy of our government allowing slavery to legally continue for almost a century after it was recognized as immoral, simply because of the financial repercussion facing the South. Is it any more moral today to allow sexbased wage discrimination to continue because of the financial consequences?
The nursing profession must concern itself with the type of evidence necessary to prove wage discrimination in court based on its predominantly female workforce and the historical undervaluation of nursing. This is not an easy battle. The following list offers several nursing interventions to help win equity-based salaries: 1. The profession must organize together; be involved with your professional organizations. 2. If your state has (Illinois has not) passed legislation on the comparable worth issue, lobby for change.
Challenge the existing laws that allow wage inequities to continue. 3. Ask for open disclosure of salary ranges in your place of employment. Brett (1983) suggests that nurses should push for the use of a job evaluation format to determine job comparability. 4. Since job evaluation formats use job descriptions to determine scores of each factor category, nurses should take an active role in updating and rewriting their own job description. 5. Finally, Moskowitz (1984) advises that nurses avoid unions with a majority of male members since a conflict of interest is likely to exist. I believe that nurses should represent other nurses; therefore, we need to work with our state nurses' association to obtain collective bargaining power.
PROJECTION TO YEAR 2000 Brett (1983 cautions that the current conservative mood of the government promises very slow advancement of the comparable worth issue; therefore, the change which occurs as a result of the comparable worth issue will most likely result from state legislation or at the collective bargaining tables in the private sector. To accomplish this, nurses must be made aware and continue to stay informed about recent rulings concerning the comparable worth issue. I believe that we will see significant strides in our fight for comparable worth by the year 2000. My optimism results from the outcome of several job evaluation studies, legislation passed by fifteen state governments to rectify pay inequities, and from the impetus within the nursing profession toward professional commitment and growth. Pay equity can be realized if we all band together!
